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Security and rule of law



Activity 2014 Implemented by Result Area Gender marker

Number Name Actual expenditure Name Organisation channel significant/principal



Result Area 1 Human Security

Result Question 1a: To what extent have physical security and freedom from 

fear as experienced by men and women from all social groups improved? 

(outcome, country-level)

Sub-goals:

1.1 All kinds of violent acts against citizens, including sexual violence, and 

other physical security threats are reduced  

1.2 Institutions responsible for maintaining security perform their tasks 

effectively, accountably and in better coordination, responding to the needs 

of citizens

1.3 Communities and civil society contribute to human security and a 

culture of non-violence, independently and in coordination with responsible 

institutions

1.4 Transnational drivers of conflict such as organized crime and (illicit) 

flows of finance, arms and conflict commodities are reduced, based on an 

integrated approach

Baseline Target 2017  Result 2012  Result 2013 Result 2014 Source

Indicator 1: Homicides per 100.000 population



Result Area 2 Effective Rule of Law

Result Question 2a: To what extent do men and women from all social 

groups have access to effective and independent justice institutions and have 

confidence in the rule of law? (outcome, country level)

Sub-goals:

2.1 Men and women from all social groups are aware of their basic rights 

and fundamental freedoms and have equal means to access formal and 

informal justice systems

2.2 All justice institutions perform their tasks effectively, accountably and in 

better coordination, responding to the needs of citizens 

2.3 The justice system is independent and effectively curbs abuse of power 

by state institutions, armed actors or powerful private actors

2.4 Formal and informal justice institutions effectively address legacies 

of human rights violations and serious crimes committed during periods 

of armed conflict or dictatorship, and address root causes that give rise to 

conflict

Baseline Target 2017  Result 2012  Result 2013 Result 2014 Source

Indicator 1: Human Rights and Rule of Law

Indicator 2: Rule of Law



Result Question 2a (remaining indicators): 

Baseline Target 2017  Result 2012  Result 2013 Result 2014 Source



Result Question 2b: To what extent have your programs contributed to 

these results? (output, programme level)

Baseline Target 2017  Result 2012  Result 2013 Result 2014 Source



Result Question 2b (remaining indicators): 

Baseline Target 2017  Result 2012  Result 2013 Result 2014 Source



Assessment of results achieved by NL across the entire Result area 2 Effective Rule of Law

Reasons for result achieved:

Implications for planning:



Result Area 3 Inclusive Political Processes

Result Question 3a: To what extent can men and women from all social 

groups participate in and influence political and peace processes? To what 

extent are peaceful and inclusive mechanisms to resolve and prevent conflict 

in place?

Sub-goals:

3.1  Political decision making at all levels is participatory, representative and 

inclusive of all social groups

3.2 Domestic and international actors take responsibility for effective 

and inclusive mechanisms for peacebuilding and prevention of conflict at 

different levels, with an active role for women

Baseline Target 2017  Result 2012  Result 2013 Result 2014 Source

Indicator 1: Factionalized Elites



Result Question 3b: To what extent have your programs contributed to 

these results?

Baseline Target 2017  Result 2012  Result 2013 Result 2014 Source



Assessment of results achieved by NL across the entire Result area 3 Inclusive Political Processes

Reasons for result achieved:

Implications for planning:



Result Area 4 Legitimate and Capable Government

Result Question 4a: To what extent are government institutions at all levels 

perceived by citizens as legitimate and accountable?

Sub-goals:

4.1   Government institutions at all levels implement laws and policies 

and deliver core tasks in a manner that promotes inclusive and sustainable 

development 

4.2   Government institutions at all levels are responsive to needs and views 

articulated by citizens and civil society and have functioning mechanisms in 

place for internal and external accountability 

4.3     Government institutions manage domestic resources and public 

finance transparently and have functioning mechanisms in place to  reduce 

and prevent corruption  

Baseline Target 2017  Result 2012  Result 2013 Result 2014 Source



Result Question 4b: To what extent have your programs contributed to 

these results?

Baseline Target 2017  Result 2012  Result 2013 Result 2014 Source



Assessment of results achieved by NL across the entire Result area 4 Legitimate and Capable Government

Reasons for result achieved:

Implications for planning:



Result Area 5 Social and Economic Reconstruction

Result Question 5a: To what extent have sustainable basic services and 

employment opportunities – especially for marginalized groups - increased 

and improved? To what extent do these contribute to a reduction of key 

conflict-related grievances as perceived by the population?

Sub-goals:

5.1  Government institutions, (local) civil society and the private sector 

increase sustainable employment opportunities in a conflict sensitive 

manner, working towards inclusive development and social cohesion

5.2   Governments institutions, (local) civil society and the private sector 

improve (equitable access to) basic services in a manner that increases 

legitimacy of institutions and social cohesion

5.3   In situations of protracted crisis, national and international actors 

support vulnerable groups (including refugees, displaced persons and host 

communities) to enhance their resilience and build sustainable livelihoods

Baseline Target 2017  Result 2012  Result 2013 Result 2014 Source

Indicator 1: ‘public services’



Result Question 5b: To what extent have your programs contributed to 

these results?

Baseline Target 2017  Result 2012  Result 2013 Result 2014 Source



Assessment of results achieved by NL across the entire Result area 5 Social and Economic Reconstruction 

Reasons for result achieved:

Implications for planning:
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	b Activity number 1: 25778
	b Activity name 1: PDH / CILC PNUD
	b Actual expenditure 1: 0
	b Name organisation 1: PNUD
	b Channel 1: [Multilateral organization]
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	b Activity number 2: 26518
	b Activity name 2: Tchimi Hougou
	b Actual expenditure 2: 2.125.675
	b Name organisation 2: PNUD
	b Channel 2: [Multilateral organization]
	b Activity number 3: 26888
	b Activity name 3: Tien Sira
	b Actual expenditure 3: 1.067.143
	b Name organisation 3: DemeSo
	b Channel 3: [NGO]
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	b Actual expenditure 4: 0
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	b Activity name 18: 
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	b Activity number 20: 
	b Activity name 20: 
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	b Activity number 21: 
	b Activity name 21: 
	b Actual expenditure 21: 
	b Name organisation 21: 
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	Indicators 1: 
	1: 
	1: Indicator 2: Percentage of population that feels safe
	2: Indicator...
	3: Indicator...


	Result 1: 
	1a: Describe in this box the situation and key developments at country level in 2014, based on the result question.Please indicate to which sub-goals you have contributed and make sure there is a clear connection between your response (narrative and indicators) to question B and the response and choice of indicators in question A.
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 

	Baseline 1: 
	Taget 1: 
	Source 1: 
	Baseline 2: 
	Taget 2: 
	Source 2: 
	Baseline 3: 
	Taget 3: 
	Source 3: 
	Baseline 4: 
	Taget 4: 
	Result 2: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	1a: The Malian government – in particular the Ministry of Justice – has been working on a Reform Plan during 2014 (published early 2015) in which all sub-goals mentioned are covered.  However, this plan has been put aside by the new Minister of Justice, who will formulate a new Plan d’Urgence. The realization that the perception and needs of citizens are important for determining the focus of the justice policy and impact measuring is gradually gaining ground. The Transitional Justice process is hardly moving forward. Suspects of crimes committed during the crisis have not yet been tried (investigations however have been done). The truth and reconciliation commission is inactive. 

	Result 3: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	1a: Concerning inclusive political processes, two pertinent aspects of the Policy of the Government of Mali can be mentioned:3.1 the Malian policy of decentralization requires of local authorities to design their development plan and their annual budget with the participation of citizens. They are also forced by the law to account for their annual realized budget and activities to the citizens. But in practice,  authorities don’t respect these legal regulations and citizens are in general not aware on what they can do to get involved in the management of local public affairs.3.2. For building peace with groups in the north, the Malian Government has started negotiations in Algiers with the assistance of the international community. The Algiers Peace Process involves civil society, men and women. The preliminary agreement was accounted to and discussed with civil society and political parties. The Malian government has developed, in collaboration with donors and local authorities, a methodology of communal debate between communities at odds, in order to prevent and manage conflicts.

	Source 4: 
	Result 4: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	3a: The bilateral development cooperation programme in Mali is effectively based on the idea that the current social contract between the citizen and the government is weak. This weak social contract is considered an important root cause of the crisis in Mali. The bilateral development programme essentially aims to restorate and strengthen the social contract, by linking the ‘supply’ of the government institutions to the ‘demand’ of the citizens. Social cohesion is considered essential for a good and durable social contract. For the Embassy, citizen’s needs and satisfaction must be at the heart of international cooperation. The embassy in 2014b funded a needs and satisfaction survey in the justice sector. This HIIL-survey is scheduled to be repeated every 2 to 3 years, to monitor the situation and measure progress. The same type of survey is planned in other pillars of the development cooperation programme. Moreover, the embassy stimulates the government to take the responsibility for the execution of these needs and satisfaction surveys as the basis of its policy. 
	1a: Mali's Constitution emphasizes the consideration of citizens' needs. In that sense, the Economic and Social Council is an institution of the Republic established to annually collect information on people's needs. This work is generally done through regional workshops. But the Malian government has no practical satisfaction survey of the needs of citizens nor is it monitoring changes. Also otherwise the Government of Mali seems to do little to reinforce the social contract between the government and the population, nor to improve analfabetism among the population. As a result, the bgap between the government and the population remains as big as before, which is considered as one of te main causes of the crisis.  

	Indicators 2: 
	1: 
	2: Indicator 3: Development in the Rule of Law
	3: Indicator 4: Confidence in the judicial system
	4: Indicator 5: Overall Governance 
	5: Indicator...
	6: Indicator...
	7: Indicator...
	8: Indicator...

	2: 
	1: Indicator...
	2: Indicator...
	3: Indicator...
	0: Indicator...
	7: Indicator...
	6: Indicator...
	5: Indicator...
	4: Indicator...

	3a 2: 
	2: 
	0: 
	0: (sub-goal 1) % of the population that gets informed by paralegals on how to solve conflicts
	1: (sub-goals 1 & 2) % of the population that think their legal problem is entirely or partially solved
	2: (sub-goal 4) % of the population that thinks that the TRC will (most or a bit less) probably be able to promote reconciliation and a durable peace in Mali
	3: (sub-goal 4) % of the population that considers it important to prosecute and try the perpetrators of the crimes during the 2012-crisis




	2: 
	1a Baseline: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 58 (Africa: 52,5)
	3: 

	1a Target: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 

	1a Result: 
	0: 4.6
	1: 16.27
	2: 45.8(Africa:52,2)
	3: 38%

	1a Result 2: 
	0: 6.5
	1: 22.01
	2: 
	3: 41%

	1a Result 3: 
	0: 6.5
	1: 
	2: 48,6(33e)
	3: 45%

	1a Source: 
	0: Fragile States Index(Ranges from 0(lowest intensity=most stable) to 10(highest intensity= least stable)
	1: World Wide Governance Indicators, World Bank (Percentile rank among all countries (ranges from 0(lowest) to 100(highest) rank performance)
	2: Ibrahim Index of African Governments 2014(Ranges from  0-100 with the highest score showing the best performance)
	3: Gallup World Poll (Percentage of respondents(n) who have confidence in the judicial system, n=1000).

	3a  Baseline: 
	0: 
	0: 2014: 3%
	1: 2014: 47 %
	2: 2014: 69 %
	3: 2014: btw 82 and 95 % (depending on region)


	3a Target: 
	0: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 


	3a  Result: 
	0: 
	0: n.a.
	1: n.a.
	2: n.a.
	3: n.a.


	3a  Result 2: 
	0: 
	0: n.a.
	1: n.a.
	2: n.a.
	3: n.a.


	3a  Result 3: 
	0: 
	0: 3%
	1: 47%
	2: 69%
	3: 82 - 95 % (depending on the region)


	3a  Source: 
	0: 
	0: HIIL needs & satisfaction survey Mali 2014
	1: HIIL needs & satisfaction survey Mali 2014
	2: HIIL needs & satisfaction survey Mali 2014
	3: HIIL needs & satisfaction survey Mali 2014


	1a 2 Indicators: 
	0: Indicator...
	1: Indicator...
	2: Indicator...
	3: Indicator...

	1a 2 Baseline: 
	0: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 


	1a 2 Target: 
	0: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 


	1a 2 Result: 
	0: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 


	1a 2 Result 2: 
	0: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 


	1a 2 Result 3: 
	0: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 


	1a 2 Source: 
	0: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 


	1b 2 Indicators: 
	0: Indicator...
	1: Indicator...
	2: Indicator...
	3: Indicator...

	1b 2 Baseline: 
	0: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 


	1b 2 Target: 
	0: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 


	1b 2 Result: 
	0: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 


	1b 2 Result 2: 
	0: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 


	1b 2 Result 3: 
	0: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 


	1b 2 Source: 
	0: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 


	2b Source: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 

	2b Result 3: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 

	2b Result 2: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 

	2b Result: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 

	2b Target: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 

	2b Baseline: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 

	3b Source: 
	0: 
	0: HIIL needs & satisfaction survey Mali 2014
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 


	3b Baseline: 
	0: 
	0: 2014: btw 12 and 49 % (depending on the region)
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 


	3b Target: 
	0: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 


	3b Result: 
	0: 
	0: n.a.
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 


	3b Result 2: 
	0: 
	0: n.a.
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 


	3b Result 3: 
	0: 
	0: 12 % and 49 % (depending on the region)
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 


	3b Indicators 2: 
	2: 
	4: 
	1: Indicator...
	2: Indicator...
	0: (sub-goal 4) % of the population that considers an amnesty for crimes committed during the crisis important
	3: Indicator...
	4: Indicator...



	1b Baseline: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 

	1b Target: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 

	1b Result: 
	0: 48,9
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 

	1b Result 2: 
	0: n.a.
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 

	1b Result 3: 
	0: 49,5 (-5,7)
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 

	1b Source: 
	0: Ibrahim Index of African Governments 2014 (Ranges from  0-100 with the highest score showing the best performance) 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 


	Result  2: 
	3a: The bilateral development cooperation programme in Mali is based on the understanding that the current social contract between the citizen and the government is weak. This weak social contract is considered an important root cause of the crisis. The bilateral development programme aims to restore and strengthen the social contract, by linking the ‘supply’ of the government institutions to the ‘demand’ of the citizens. Social cohesion is considered essential for a good and durable social contract. Projects focus on all sub-goals, apart from subgoal 2.3 (curbing the abuse of power by the state) that is supported indirectly. Most projects started in 2014 and hence results are still limited. However, the following results have contributed to some of the subgoals described in question 2a ; 2.1 Men and women from all social groups are aware of their basic rights and fundamental freedoms and have equal means to access formal and informal justice systems. The Tien Siera project, that started October 2014, will train and equip 600 paralegals (half men half women) in 300 communities in the north, establish legal clinics and legal information desks to inform and assist the population in their way through the (formal and informal) justice process.2.2 All justice institutions perform their tasks effectively, accountably and in better coordination, responding to the needs of citizensIn the Tchimi Hougou program, executed by UNDP, court houses and houses for judges that have been damaged or destroyed are rehabilitated. HIIL (the Hague Institute for the Internationalisation of Law) has executed a needs and satisfaction survey among 8000 citizens in the north. This study will be a baseline, to be repeated on a regular basis by the Malian CSO that participated in the study. This study was well received by international partners, civil society and the Malian authorities. Plans are being developed to assist the Malian authorities to include this type of studies in their justice sector planning. A programme is being elaborated for the formation of a criminal justice chain framework for each region in the north, where all actors of the chain together decide on the most urgent needs to tackle. In 2014 preliminary workshops have been held in the four regions. 2.4 Formal and informal justice institutions effectively address legacies of human rights violations and serious crimes committed during periods of armed conflict or dictatorship, and address root causes that give rise to conflict. All projects include both formal and informal justice mechanisms in their activities, and aim to restore the relationship between the citizen and the government (social contract). 

	Indicators 3: 
	1: 
	1: Indicator...
	2: Indicator...
	3: Indicator...


	3: 
	1a Baseline: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	0: 3,5 (2006)

	1a Target: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	0: 

	1a Result: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	0: 4,5

	1a Result 2: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	0: 5,0 

	1a Result 3: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	0: 4,9 

	1a Source: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	0: Fragile States Index (ranges from 0(lowest intensity=most stable) to 10(highest intensity= least stable).  

	1a 2 Indicators: 
	0: Indicator 1 : Number of communal debates for peace organized by local authorities 
	1: Indicator 2 : Number of ceremonies of reconciliation organized by local authorities, after communal debate for peace
	2: Indicator...
	3: Indicator...

	1a 2 Baseline: 
	0: 0
	1: 0
	2: 
	3: 

	1a 2 Target: 
	0: 24
	1: 24
	2: 
	3: 

	1a 2 Result: 
	0: n.a.
	1: n.a.
	2: 
	3: 

	1a 2 Result 2: 
	0: n.a.
	1: n.a.
	2: 
	3: 

	1a 2 Result 3: 
	0: 15
	1: 15
	2: 
	3: 

	1a 2 Source: 
	0: Baseline study & AMM-Project annual report
	1: Baseline study & AMM-Project annual report
	2: 
	3: 


	Indicators 4: 
	1: 
	0: Indicator 1 : Percentage of population satisfied by services (administrative, security, justice) provided by the state, disaggregated by gender, age, ethnicity, region
	3: Indicator...
	1: Indicator...
	2: Indicator...

	3a: 
	0: 
	0: Indicator 3 : Number of needs assessments and/or perception surveys undertaken
	1: Indicator...
	2: Indicator...
	3: Indicator...



	4: 
	1a Baseline: 
	0: 56.6;Africa: 47.7 (2009)
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 

	1a Target: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 

	1a Result: 
	0: 55.7 (Africa: 47.7)
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 

	1a Result 2: 
	0: n.a.
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 

	1a Result 3: 
	0: 59.4 (Africa: 47.1)
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 

	1a Source: 
	0: Mo Ibrahim index/ public management; 2014 contains figures over 2013.  (Ranges from  0-100 with the highest score showing the best performance) 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 

	3a Result: 
	0: 
	0: 
	0: 
	0: 0
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 


	1: 
	0: 
	0: 0
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 


	2: 
	0: 
	0: 1
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 




	3a Baseline: 
	0: 
	0: 0
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 


	3a Target: 
	0: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 


	3a Source: 
	0: 
	0: HIIL Project annual report
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 



	Result 5: 
	1a: 5.1. For a sustainable recovery from the crisis, a Ministry for the reconstruction of areas affected by the conflict was created. Activities for the rehabilitation of these zones has also been established. Recent Algiers Agreements (May 2015) foresee a development fund of the regions concerned and the creation of integrated development zones5.2 For private sector promotion, a Ministry in charge of Investments and Private sector was created. A new law on private sector orientation is set up and (as per June 2015) new Agencies for Regional Development (9) are in the process of creation. There are specialized institutional tools for private sector assistance and enhancement : (i) a Presidential Board for Investments, (ii) High Council for Private Sector, as well as several bodies for supporting business communities network, such as: (i) Chambers of Commerce, Agriculture, Handcraft, (ii) Employers Organisation, etc..
	2a: The Embassy has implemented a set of programs for the reconstruction of the economic activities affected by the conflict, creating jobs, especially for young girls and boys. The GAO-PLUS programme focuses on employment for young girls and boys in growing vegetables and fish-farming. In the DEBPEA-projet (Developpement Economique à la Base et Pôle Economique Agricole) more than 200.000 households have raised their income through agricultural activities (sesam, maize, shallots). 

	Indicators 5: 
	1: 
	0: 
	1: Indicator 2 : % of working poor below 2 USD a day -
	2: Indicator 3 : number of start-up procedures to register a business - 
	3: Indicator...


	2: 
	0: 
	0: Indicator 1 :  Number of people having gained income generating activities through your programs, disaggregated (men/women/age group/sector)
	1: Indicator...
	2: Indicator...
	3: Indicator...



	5: 
	1a Baseline: 
	0: 
	0: 8,6(2006)
	1: 78.8 (2010)
	2: 
	3: 


	1a Target: 
	0: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 


	1a Result: 
	0: 
	0: 8.0
	1: 
	2: 4
	3: 


	1a Result 2: 
	0: 
	0: 8.5
	1: 
	2: 5
	3: 


	1a Result 3: 
	0: 
	0: 8.6
	1: 
	2: 5
	3: 


	1a Source: 
	0: 
	0: Fragile States Index. Ranges from 0 (lowest intensity=most stable) to 10 (highest intensity= least stable).  
	1: UNDPhttp://hdr.undp.org/sites/default/files/hdr14-report-en-1.pdf (table 11) [each 5 years; next data expected in 201
	2: Worldbankhttp://data.worldbank.org/indicator?display=graph (see heading: Private Sector).
	3: 


	2a Baseline: 
	0: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 


	2a Target: 
	0: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 


	2a Result: 
	0: 
	0: 159 758  households (DEBPEA)
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 


	2a Result 2: 
	0: 
	0: 201745 households (DEBPEA)
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 


	2a Result 3: 
	0: 
	0: 203500 households (DEBPEA)
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 


	2a Source: 
	0: 
	0: Baseline study & Project annual report (GLR, GAO plus, AKTC, PRC-SA)
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 



	Organisation: Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands to Mali
	Date: August, 2015
	Reporting period: 2014
	a Activity number 1: 24933
	a Activity name 1: Islam et Paix
	a Actual expenditure 1: 218.407
	a Name organisation 1: ANPS
	a Channel 1: [NGO]
	a Significant 1b: [Significant]
	a Activity number 2: 26993
	a Activity name 2: Redevabilité GLR / Maara Niseko
	a Actual expenditure 2: 381.123
	a Name organisation 2: SNV/ICCO/Oxfam
	a Channel 2: [NGO]
	a Significant 2b: [Not applicable]
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	a Name organisation 3: Odyssee
	a Channel 3: [Research institute and  companies]
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	a Significant 4b: [Significant]
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	a Activity name 5: MinJus / Appui Transitoire Prodej
	a Actual expenditure 5: 0
	a Name organisation 5: Ministère de la Justice Mali
	a Channel 5: [Government]
	a Significant 5b: [Significant]
	Results 2: Most projects in the V&R programme have started in 2014 or are still under preparation, so little can be said at this stage about the results. However, the Dutch funded projects are well received by both Malian partners and international partners. An example is the needs and satisfaction survey, to which the EU in 2014 added funds to have the survey done in the entire country and not only the north. 
	Implications 2: In 2015 the embassy will continue develop its project portfolio  and intensify its support to security and rule of law, thereby maintaining a focus on the supply and demand side, as well the justice chain. In this context the embassy aims to lead the justice sector coordination (between international partners and the Malian government) from late 2015 onwards. 
	Select results Area 3: [B.    Results achieved as planned]
	Results 3: Most projects in the V&R programme have started in 2014 or are still under preparation, so little can be said at this stage about the results. However, the Dutch funded projects are well received by both Malian partners and international partners. An example is the needs and satisfaction survey, to which the EU in 2014 added funds to have the survey done in the entire country and not only the north.
	Implications 3: In 2015 the embassy will continue develop its project portfolio  and intensify its support to security and rule of law, thereby maintaining a focus on the supply and demand side, as well the justice chain. In this context the embassy aims to lead the justice sector coordination (between international partners and the Malian government) from late 2015 onwards.
	Select results Area 4: [B.    Results achieved as planned]
	Results 4: Most projects in the V&R programme have started in 2014 or are still under preparation, so little can be said at this stage about the results. However, the Dutch funded projects are well received by both Malian partners and international partners. An example is the needs and satisfaction survey, to which the EU in 2014 added funds to have the survey done in the entire country and not only the north.
	Implications 4: In 2015 the embassy will continue develop its project portfolio  and intensify its support to security and rule of law, thereby maintaining a focus on the supply and demand side, as well the justice chain. In this context the embassy aims to lead the justice sector coordination (between international partners and the Malian government) from late 2015 onwards.
	Select results Area 5: [B.    Results achieved as planned]
	Results 5: Embassy and all project and program stakeholders were very committed to achieve results in a specific and difficult context of post conflict.
	Implications 5: The Algiers Peace signature means a momentum for all parties to review their strategies for more and accurate interventions in the northern part of Mali, provided the Peace Agreement is implemented in a serious manner, which means that e may have to reconsider our programming.
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	Result 3b: The bilateral development cooperation programme in Mali is effectively based on the idea that the current social contract between the citizen and the government is weak. This weak social contract is considered an important root cause of the crisis in Mali. The bilateral development programme essentially aims to restore and strengthen the social contract, by linking the ‘supply’ of the government institutions to the ‘demand’ of the citizens. Social cohesion is considered essential for a good and durable social contract. The bilateral development programme in Mali is focused on both sub-goals, entailing in particular two embassy programmes:3.1 the goal of the Local Governance and Accountability – GLR/Gouvernance, Local, Redevable – programme is mainly to develop the  accountability of local governments and train young people to take their place in local development, as provided by the laws of decentralization.3.2. the aim of the Program "Communities, Peace and Security" (AMM) is including organizing communal debates under the contracting authority of communities, in order to achieve a climate of peace between communities in conflict areas.As most V&R projects, the GLR and AMM projects have started only end of 2014 so so little can be said at this stage about the results. 
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